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I.  Agency and Contracting Activity.

316 CONS PKB

II.  Nature and/or description of the action being approved.

Trotec Speedy SP1500 Laser with Traveling Exhaust, Gas Kit, and Cutting Table to include delivery, installation, and training.

III.  Description of supplies/services required to meet agency needs.

Physical characteristics = One (1) Trotec Speedy SP1500, One (1) Travelling Exhaust, One (1) Gas Kit, and One (1) Cutting Table, 
Dimensions: 112 in L, 87in W, and 51in H (closed)/ 77in H (Open), Color: White, Gray, and Red/Orange, Weight: 2646-2867lbs. 
Essential Characteristics = This unit must come with laser pointer, 2.5” & 5” Precision Lens, JobControl EXPERT Software Package, TroCAM 
CAD/CAM Software, InPack Technology Protection Package, and 24-month warranty. Accessories must include travelling exhaust, gas kit, 
and cutting table.

IV.  Demonstration that the contractor's unique qualifications or the nature of the acquisition requires use of the 

authority cited above.

Trotec is a leading international provider of laser systems for a wide range of applications, from laser cutting and engraving 
to industrial marking. The company’s extensive line of quality laser engravers, cutters and markers, coupled with its 
unmatched service and support offerings, have made Trotec one of the industry’s leaders. Trotec offers also software, a line 
of exhaust systems and laser and rotary engraving materials. 

V.  Description of efforts made to ensure that offers are solicited from as many potential sources as practicable, 

including whether a notice was or will be publicized as required by subpart 5.2 and, if not, which exception under 

FAR 5.202 applies.

The product is not offered on GSA Advantage, similar products on GSA range from $70k to $148k. A web search indicates 
there are other manufacturers of large form laser cutters but none offer or advertise marking as a function or a large enough 
table size to meet the requirement but not exceed it either.  There is potential for a small business to be able source and 
provide the product as a third party vendor; however the price would increase significantly as we have seen through the 
three quotes provided.  
  
A request for quotes of the product were sent to multiple vendors to gather the initial information. Additional information 
was located using web searches to identify any anomalies or factors that would affect the acquisition of this product. A 
refreshed quote was provided by the low vendor. On 22 Aug 2022 sources sought F1DT112201A001 was posted on SAM 
with a closing of 26 Aug 2022, no additional sources were located beyond the MFR Trotec Laser. On 29 Aug 2022 special 
notice FA286022P0054 "Intent to award - Sole Source Notification" was posted on SAM.  A determination by the Government 
to compete this proposed contract, based upon responses to this notice, is solely within the discretion of the Government. 
Information received will be considered solely for the purpose of determining whether to conduct a competitive 
procurement.  

VI.  Determination by the Contracting Officer that the anticipated cost to the Government will be fair and reasonable.

Trotec Laser submitted a redacted invoice dated 14 March 2022 which shows the government price as offered is comparable to 
prices paid for the same item to commercial buyers as an open market purchase. 

VII.  Description of the market research conducted and the results, or a statement of the reasons market research was 

not conducted.

N/A
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VIII.  Any other facts supporting the use of Other Than Full and Open Competition.

N/A

IX.  List of any sources that expressed, in writing, an interest in the acquisition.

N/A

X.  A statement of the actions, if any, the agency may take to remove or overcome any barriers to competition before 

any subsequent acquisitions for the supplies or services required.

Based on the research this product is commercially available for private and public use. The costs and associated terms and 
conditions match commercial industry standards. There is ample product life left on this product to ensure no parts shortage 
or product support deficiencies for at least the next decade. The recommendation is to proceed with the purchase of this 
requirement. The Trotec Laser is a low maintenance system design with high speed power processing capabilities in a class 2 
laser. The cutting unit allows increase production efficiency, broaden product offerings and increases product quality. This 
machine has a new heavy-load table and has been developed to carry heavy objects and is designed to minimize the 
required additional cleaning. The added features and precision capabilities of this item will further prolong the life cycle of 
our assigned aircraft as VIP assets. 

XI.  Certification by the Contracting Officer.

As evidenced by my signature above, I certify that this justification is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge 
and belief.

XII.  Certification by the technical/requirements personnel.

As evidenced by my signature above, I certify that any supporting data contained herein, which is my (our) responsibility, is 
both accurate and complete.




